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PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Please read the complete fitting instructions and check package
components before fitment. These fitting instructions are to be used as
a guide and in conjunction with workshop manual.
It is recommended that:
-all work to be carried out by a licensed technician;
-all safety precautions adhered to;
-wheel alignment to be checked and adjusted as required after any
suspension work.
-All fasteners must be tensioned to manufacturer’s torque settings.

Fitting Instructions:
1. Remove original bracket from the car and remove the original

rubber bush from the bracket, clean any dirt and corrosion
from its bore.

2. Press the aluminium outer shell into the bracket from the
rear of the car, taking note of correct orienta�on with the
alignment feature on the bracket. This ensures maximum
caster adjustment.

3. Apply some of the supplied grease to the bore of the bracket
and onto the inner bush. Fit the inner bush onto the hex of
the wishbone, fi�ng the largest diameter of the bush onto
the hex of the arm first. It may be necessary in some cases to
remove excess flashing and sharp edges from the arms
cas�ng using a file.

4. Posi�on the bracket and outer shell assembly onto the inner
bush and re-fit the bracket to the car. Tension all hardware to
manufacturers recommended torque se�ng.

PFF5-5601G FRONTWISHBONE REAR BUSH - CASTER ADJUST

Contents (parts per pack):
2 x Polyurethane Bushes
2 x Aluminium Outer Shells

1 x PTFE/Silicone Grease

Product descrip�on:

PFF5-5601G offers addi�onal +0.33° of caster over PFF5-5601 and is a high
performance op�on to PFF5-4601, and aimed at offering greater precision with
improved geometry for people wan�ng the very best from their E46 or Z4.

Align feature on shell with feature on
shell for correct caster adjustment.
Press shell into bracket un�l flush

with bracket.


